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I know you already know the answer, but Marlowe couldn't resist.
Especially when it's an opportunity to rub her Tailor's Guild
Membership in Loup's face.
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You don't need a membership to post a comment!

... Wait wouldn't NOT being in the tailors guild cause a slew of
problems all its own for Loup? 

... don't guilds also generally have insurance policies of some kind
for their members or am I thinking of something else entirely?

It depends what point in history you're talking about. At certain
times, Loup wouldn't even be allowed to work in this town without
being in the guild! I took some leeway on that- for our purposes it's
somewhere between a club and a union.

That sounds like a trade union, but depending on what country you're in, maybe it's a guild? I
think the insurance is mostly for things like, if you do plumbing in someone's house and it
leaks and causes damage, you're insured for the damages. A tailor probably wouldn't need

insurance like that. XD

If she were quick at her job would that make her Tailor Swift. *Buh
dum bump*

*groan*

She sure is cocky for someone who cowers at a cat.
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I like Marlowe, she's funny.

Hehe, she had to pretend to be afraid of the cat... to maintain her
disguise...

I write weird comics.

Does Loup know that? Or does she just seem as much of a scaredy-
cat as the rest of the guild?

Ten Tailors is probably the comic I go back to the most. Sharps is
my favorite character.

I feel like she went over to his shop later and was like "Look, that
whole cat thing. That's not me, that was... I just wanted to fit in."

Thanks so much! XD

So Loup doesn't get a cool badge and decoder ring?

Nope, and he doesn't get to hang out in the cool tree house either. :(
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I still totally ship it. :3
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